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A centaur runs through a park on
powerful legs. It leaps into the air.
Using its human arms, it grabs a
Frisbee. The centaur then whips the
Frisbee back to its owner.
Centaurs are awesome pets. They’re
way better than dogs. You don’t play
fetch with centaurs. You play catch.
You don’t have to take them for
boring walks either. You can
ride them instead! Having a
centaur is fun. But it takes work.
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Before you get a centaur, you must
understand them. Centaurs are horses
with human torsos, heads, and
arms. They are large and very strong.
These creatures come from a magical
land. So they might find your home
boring. Bored centaurs can be trouble.
They might destroy your belongings.
Or they might prank you. You’ll need
to play with your centaur to keep it
from getting into trouble.
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Centaurs like playing with other animals. Your centaur
should get along with any pets you already have.

Wild Roots
There are many ancient stories about

But that’s not always true. Yes, some

centaurs. These stories say centaurs are

are wild. But many centaurs are gentle.

wild, rough troublemakers.

Most are wise. Get to know your
centaur. You might be surprised by
how much you have in common.
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